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NEWSLETTER # 4 \ September 2019 
 

 

Welcome to the fourth AIRMES newsletter! 

The AIRMES project focuses on optimising end-to-end maintenance activities within an 
operator’s environment. It developed and validated an innovative, state-of-the-art, 
integrated maintenance service architecture that can be a key step in achieving the goal of 
minimizing technically-induced aircraft operational disruptions in European air traffic. These 
activities are being performed within the scope of the Large Passenger Aircraft (LPA) 
Integrated Aircraft Demonstrator Platform (IADP) of the Clean Sky 2 Joint Undertaking (JU). 

 

Introduction 

During the last year, the AIRMES activities have 
accelerated and intensified. The consortium partners 
have generated and consolidated results that 1) 
contribute to reduce technically-induced operational 
disruptions and 2) improve aircraft utilisation. 

A full integrated proof of concept of the digitalisation of 
all the line maintenance processes of an MRO 
supporting an airline, was successfully demonstrated at 
TAP premises in Lisbon on March 2019. 

Do not miss the related video published on our website! 

In this fourth issue you will get to know how the activities 
progressed within the project’s work packages (WP), 
some of them being closed already. The “Get Together” 
section will inform you about the upcoming major events 
related to the AIRMES research fields, of which the 
ADVANCE Final Dissemination Event organized in 
Hamburg, ZAL, from 19th to 20th November 2019 
(www.dlr.de/AAM2019.), is the most important one. We 
look forward to meet you there! 

Finally, the two interviews will let you discover the day-
to-day life of people involved in achieving the project 
goals, both within the team, and on the ITD Leader side. 
I invite you to visit the AIRMES website (www.airmes-
project.eu) regularly updated with news and events from 
the project. Feel free to inform us of any activity which 
should be brought to the attention of the AIRMES 
community. We look forward to meeting with you during 
our future dissemination activities. 

Enjoy the newsletter! 

Joel Felgar Ferreira 
AIRMES Project Coordinator 
Innovation Manager 
TAP Air Portugal 
 

NEWS & EVENTS 

 
Franz Zafra Evers presented ADVANCE during the 
TandemAerodays, May 2019, Bucharest. 

➔ Read more 

AIRMES in Aviation Week!               ➔ Read more 

ISQ represented AIRMES at the EASN conference, 
September 2019, in Athens, Greece. 

➔ Read more 

Cranfield University will represent AIRMES at the 
PHM 2019 conference which will be held from 21 
to 26 September 2019 in Scottsdale, AZ, USA. 

➔ Read more 

 

CONTACT US 

Mail: contact@airmes-project.eu 

Website: www.airmes-project.eu 

Project Coordinator: 

Joel Ferreira (TAP Air Portugal) 

Topic Manager: 

Daniela Viteri-Herrera (Airbus Operations Ltd.) 

Project Officers: 

Alexandra Gurau, Paolo Trinchieri (Clean Sky Joint 
Undertaking) 

Dissemination Manager: 

Peggy Favier (L-UP) 

http://www.airmes-project.eu/
http://www.airmes-project.eu/
http://www.airmes-project.eu/
http://www.airmes-project.eu/news-and-events-6/all-news/airmes-at-aerodyas-2019-37
http://www.airmes-project.eu/news-and-events-6/all-news/airmes-at-aerodyas-2019-37
http://www.airmes-project.eu/news-and-events-6/all-news/airmes-in-aviation-week-38
http://www.airmes-project.eu/news-and-events-6/all-news/easn-2019-airmes-isq-39
http://www.airmes-project.eu/news-and-events-6/all-news/airmes-phm-2019-cran-40
mailto:contact@airmes-project.eu
mailto:contact@airmes-project.eu
http://www.airmes-project.eu/
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E2E SERVICE & OPERATIONS DESIGN, IHMM DEVELOPMENT 

E2E evaluation successfully continued and 
preparation of the final report started. 

The last six months have been very important and 
exciting for the AIRMES project and the final E2E 
evaluation. After the successful demonstration tests at 
TAP in March 2019, M2P (AIRMES) and DLR 
(DEMETER) continued the E2E evaluation. The E2E 
evaluation will be carried in close cooperation with the 
ADVANCE partner DEMETER. Through this 
cooperation, it is possible to obtain a holistic ADVANCE 
view and to perform a more detailed quantitative 
analysis. The E2E evaluation provides information on 
the quantifiable and qualitative benefits of the developed 
AIRMES technologies. In addition to the already 
integrated MPO (Maintenance Planning Optimization) 
tool of TU Delft, the results of the demonstrations of the 
remaining developments are currently being integrated. 
These include, for example, the Dispatch Assessment 
Tool, Defects Reporting Tool, Augmented Reality 
Prototype, and Prognostics. 

Parallel to the E2E evaluation, M2P and DLR have 
started the Final Project Report. The final project report 
summarizes the four exciting project years and answers: 

▪ What is the expected impact of the developed 
AIRMES tools on the European MRO market? 

▪ What qualitative and quantitative advantages 
and changes do AIRMES technologies bring? 

▪ What challenges have arisen during 
development? 

▪ How will the MRO Value Chain change in the 
coming years? 

 

Apart from the E2E evaluation and related 
demonstrations, the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 
review was successfully completed. TRLs and reviews 
are methods for estimating the maturity of developed 
technologies during the acquisition phase of a program. 
A separate criteria catalog was developed and applied 
for the AIRMES TRL reviews. All tested SOA 
technologies reached TRL5 or TRL6 and met the 
requirements. The use of TRLs enables consistent, 
uniform discussions of technical maturity across 
different types of technology. 

The final report and a summary will be presented at the 
Dissemination Event in Hamburg, November 2019. 

.

 

 

Figure 1: E2E evaluation system. 

.

IHMM development in AIRMES: 

After reaching TRL5 in November, in early 2019 we 
managed to do a demonstration of the usage of the 
IHMM at TAP’s facilities in one TAP aircraft. The 
objective was to reach TRL6 and it was successfully 
achieved, as per requirements and defined operational 
scenarios. 

Final report is WP2 last challenge to build a deliverable 
that will emphasize the good work of every partner 
during the project and the impact on the maintenance 
market of all corresponding improvements. 

 

Figure 2: IHMM TRL6 demonstration at TAP 
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PROGNOSTIC SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT, INTEGRATION AND OPERATIONAL 
PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATIONS 

The aim of this work package is to create a prognostics 
tool that allows replacing parts at a convenient time 
before a failure actually occurs. The big difference with 
traditional prognostic methods is that this one is based 
on cockpit-displayed failure messages (e.g. “System 
XXX has failed”) rather than on physical data from 
sensors (e.g. “pressure XXX is 120 PSI”). 

The last six months were dedicated to evaluating the 
prognostic solution in a representative airline 
environment. The team agreed on a strategy, 
summarized in the flowchart below: 

 

Figure 3: AIRMES strategy for progonostics evaluation

 

It is basically the sum of three branches: the saving 
generated by the reduction of operational interruptions, 
the increased spending in spare parts and the labour 
cost linked to the time spent using the solution. 

The final quantitative results are not available at the time 
of writing, however the general qualitative results are 
known. It appears that the amount of historical data used 
to train the prognostic algorithms (machine learning 
process) is not sufficient to ensure a profitable outcome 
in all situations. Benefits are only found in specific 
situations (e.g. on parts below a certain cost or on a 
specific part of the fleet). 

The limited amount of data used to train the algorithm 
cannot be increased in the frame of this project. It is 
therefore, premature to draw a definitive conclusion on 
the principle of basing prognostics on cockpit-displayed 
failure messages. There is however a shared feeling that 
this method can be a useful complement to the 
traditional sensor-based prognostics. Detailed 
quantitative results will be put together during summer 
2019, and will be shared with the industry and all 
interested parties during fall 2019. 
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COLLABORATIVE AND DATA ANALYTICS ENVIRONMENT DEMONSTRATION 

Collaborative Environment (CE) is a Cloud Platform dedicated to the AIRMES project. This is a Paas (Platform as a 
Service) providing services to facilitate partners’ application deployment, data analysis, data consolidation and Knowledge 
Warehouse. 

The CE is now stabilized and used by applications deployed on it. Final demonstration has been run on this platform and 
demonstrated technical capabilities of the platform and also collaboration facilities. 

This is now the right time to present the final status of the CE about its final architecture and main usages. 

 

• The information layer manages user interactions 
with the services or applications deployed inside the 
CE. The components are developed using web 
standards such as HTML5, CSS and use the popular 
JavaScript framework AngularJS in order to handle 
navigation and render the screens. 
 

• The software layer is the layer in which application 
resides: COTS, web and application servers lives in 
this layer. This layer exists so that applications that 
do not have graphical interfaces but can be accessed 
using network sockets can still be made available to 
partners. In particular, this layer contains 
applications necessary to the good-working of the 
CE. 
 

• The platform layer truly is the core of the CE: it 
contains the necessary services to provision 
resources for a service, deploy the service and 
manage its lifecycle. It also provides the mechanisms 
to pipeline services making it possible for one service 
to access the outputs of another service. 
 

• The infrastructure layer provides the requirements 
for the cloud engine in terms of: 
▪ virtual machines number; 
▪ virtual machine specifications (OS, RAM, 

number of CPUs, number of internal disks…); 
▪ networks specifications (public and/or private, 

CIDR). 
 

 

Figure 4: 4 Layers of the CE 

 

COTS and technologies used for the CE are presented 
in the following table: 

 

Figure 5: COTS and Technologies of the CE 
 

 

Figure 6: Features and deployments at the final integration milestone 

Component Name Layer Provided Technologies or 

frameworks 

Load Balancers Infrastructure Yes HAProxy , Nginx 

Deployment procedures Infrastructure Yes Ansible, Vagrant 

Services Management Platform Yes Scala 

Log Management Platform Yes Scala 

Workflow management Platform Yes Akka/Scala 

NoSQL Database Platform Yes MongoDB 

Distributed FS Platform Yes GlusterFS 

K8S Platform Yes K8S 

Docker Platform Yes Docker 

Docker Registry Software Yes Docker 

Spark Software &  Platform On Request Spark 

Semantic TripleStore Software Yes OpenLink Virtuoso 

LDP API Software Yes Scala 

Ontology Editor Software Yes WebProtégé 

Data transformation into 
triples framework 

Software On Request DataLift 

Scientific tools Software Yes Jupyter, Python 

Identity server Software Yes WSO2 

Frontend interfaces Information Yes HTML5, CSS, AngularJS 
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This final view of the CE presents the different interactions betwwen applications deployed on the CE and also application 
outside of the CE. The platform hosts application dans secured data but also is an integration solution for external 
application. 

 

In the data analytics development, data analytics 
techniques for three UCs are developed as the final 
prototype: 

 

 

 

Figure 7: UC#2 & UC#3 Illustration 

 

 

Figure 8: UC#1 Illustration 

The purpose of all the UCs is to extract information or 
values contained in different data: 

• An unusual pattern of fault occurrence. 

• Prediction of future fault occurrence. 

• An unusual pattern of flight delay frequency. 

The outcomes of the proposed data analytics could 
provide an early warning for potential problems or 
emerging issues in the aircraft operation or the airline 
maintenance process. This information could be fed 
back to the aircraft operations or the airline maintenance 
process. In this way, the data analytics development in 
the AIRMES project could be utilized for improving the 
aircraft operation or the airline maintenance process by 
reducing operational disruptions. 

In order to demonstrate the data analytics development 
and visualize results obtained, the Jupyter 
Notebook/widgets and a filesharing application, which 
are provided by the CE, were utilized. 

 

MAINTENANCE PLANNING AND OPTIMIZATION AND CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTIONS 

The Configuration Capturing (CC) and the Maintenance 
Planning and Optimization (MPO) final prototypes were 
demonstrated and live tested with all the AIRMES 
stakeholders during the “Final Demonstration” in March 
2019, at TAP facilities. 

The CC was fully integrated with the Configuration 
Management (CM) module as a single solution. Both 
modules, now called CCCM, has achieved a significant 
level of maturity in terms of available functions. The 
CCCM covers the initialization, consultation, comparison 
and storage of an ‘as-allowed’ and ‘as-flying’ product 
structures, including SW parts management (Software 
Parts). It covers also the link between the documentation 
(Service Bulletin) and the related change. The realized 
CCCM interface completes the integration with the 
AIRMES environment and the Workspace. The outcome 
is to update the as-flying configuration as soon as it has 

been registered by the maintenance team. From TAP’s 
metrics, this shortens the configuration system update 
from two days to two seconds. 

The MPO is a unique tool integrating three optimization 
functions – the schedule of hangar checks, the definition 
of the tasks to be performed per check and the allocation 
of task per work shift. During the demonstration 
exercise, it was illustrated how the tool can be efficiently 
used to solve multiple scenarios, including the current 
case of the airline, the increase of the aircraft fleet, the 
escalation of the maintenance check intervals and the 
expansion of the maintenance capacity. Results from 
the demonstration suggest that airline could schedule 
7% less A- and C-checks, in a time-horizon of 4 years, 
resulting in potential MRO costs savings of about 5.7%. 

Next steps will involve the discussion of the exploitation 
plans of these tools. 

Pattern analysis of fault record data

• To identify the candidates of fault types that exhibit abnormal patterns concerning the 
distribution of fault frequency across the aircraft fleet.

Prediction of aircraft fault occurrence

• To extract information on unrevealed dependencies among fault types regarding fault 
occurrence patterns, and to predict future fault occurrence utilizing the information.

Pattern analysis of flight delay causes

• To identify the candidates of flight delay causes that exhibit abnormal patterns regarding 
the distribution of delay frequency across the aircraft fleet or airports.
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Figure 9: Landing page with search capability and recently 

accessed items 

 
Figure 10: Comparison between as-flying and as-allowed 

configurations 

. 

 
Figure 11: MPO prototype – Displaying Hangar C-Check and A-Check Schedule 

 

INTEGRATED MOBILE SOLUTIONS FOR MAINTENANCE EXECUTION ENHANCEMENT 

2019 has been a very exciting year! By the beginning of 
the year, most prototypes were ready or very close to it. 

The priority of our WP was now to define and finalise the 
final demonstration storyboard, do some final tests for 
the integrations and perform the final demonstrations. 

So, in order to achieve it, a final physical workshop was 
held in Toulouse in February with all the partners, where 
the final demonstration scenario was agreed and tested 
in lab environment. As the results of this workshop were 
very encouraging, the schedule of the final 
demonstration was kept. 

The final demonstration was undertaken at TAP’s line 
maintenance facilities at the Lisbon Hub and they were 
divided in three days: first day for training of the people 
involved, second day for a dry-run, and the third day for 

the actual demonstrations, also with the presence of our 
Project Officer, Ms. Alexandra Gurau, and the 
Coordinator of LPA IADP within CS2, Mr. Jens Koenig. 

The demonstrations were very successful! The 
developed tools performed as per requirements and 
specifications, both individually and integrated, the end-
users from TAP saw significant added value on the tools, 
which proves that the concept works and that the 
digitalisation of the line maintenance activities is 
possible and will bring huge benefits for the European 
aviation industry by enhancing the its competitiveness 
and by contributing to the reduction of the technical 
induced flight delays. 

After such successful demonstrations, we will now 
work on supporting the evaluation of the project. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 12: Final demonstration Activities - (a) Training Session; (b) Dry-run; (c) and (d) Final demonstration 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

An interview with an AIRMES partner was published in 
Inside MRO in July 2019. 

Luis Pimentel de Oliveira, Innovation Specialist at TAP 
Air Portugal, has been interviewed to explain how 
AIRMES has been contributing to reduce airlines delays 
due to maintenance. 

The Aviation Week Network’s MRO provides a forum for 
the global civil aviation aftermarket community. The 
MRO Network publishes the magazine Inside MRO. It 
covers the latest trends and technologies in the 
commercial aircraft MRO sector, regulatory updates and 
expert opinion from leading industry figures. The 
magazine is published monthly as part of Aviation Week 
Space & Technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.airmes-project.eu/files/Inside-MRO/Aviation-Week-Space-Technology-July-15-28-2019.pdf
http://mro-network.com/
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GET-TOGETHER 

EASN CONFERENCE 3-6 SEPTEMBER 2019, ATHENS, GREECE 

The 9th EASN International Conference  included a number of Plenary Talks by distinguished personalities of the 
European Aviation and Space sectors from the academia, industry, research community and policy makers. It also 
included Thematic Sessions, along with Technical Workshops where evolving ideas, technologies, products, services 
and processes will be discussed. This conference is a major European Dissemination and Exploitation event of Aviation 
& Space related research. 

We are happy to inform that the AIRMES partner ISQ gave a presentation on“Implementation of advanced 
technologies into Aeronautic integrated maintenance concept - Use of virtual reality in ground-floor training 
maintenance execution”. 

PHM CONFERENCE 2019 21-26 SEPTEMBER 2019, SCOTTSDALE, AZ, USA 

This conference is organized under the banner of the PHM Society and delivers the quality engagement you are 
accustomed to. We will bring together the global community of PHM experts from industry, academia, and government 
in diverse application areas, such as, but not limited to, energy, aerospace, transportation, automotive, human health & 
performance, smart manufacturing, and industry AI. In addition to technical paper sessions, the conference will also 
feature workshops, technical demonstrations, expert panel sessions on a plurality of critical issues and applications, a 
doctoral symposium, Keynote and Luminary speakers, and tutorials free to all registrants. A PHM data analysis 
competition will be carried out in parallel and the results will be presented during the conference. Leading companies and 
research institutions will exhibit their products and demonstrate their technologies during the event. Several social events 
will round up the program by providing opportunities for participants to connect and network with colleagues, including a 
high-quality career fair and diversity outreach & networking event. The PHM Society will also offer separate, dedicated 
short courses focused on fundamental PHM concepts and techniques, as well as data analytics before the start of the 
main conference. 

We are happy to inform that the AIRMES partner Cranfield University will present a paper entitled “Integrated 
Data-Driven Predictive Modelling for Aerospace Industry Application: Using Mixed Feature Extraction and 
Random Forest Ensemble Method”. 

MRO EUROPE  15-17 OCTOBER 2019, LONDON, UK 

MRO Europe is the ONLY MRO event you need to attend this year in London. Be part of Europe's leading conference 
and exhibition where airlines, MROs, suppliers, OEMs, regulators, lessors, and industry experts converge to explore and 
define the aviation maintenance industry! MRO Europe enables attendees to meet key decision makers under one roof 
and is the leading destination for airlines to learn about, test and purchase new MRO solutions and services. Main topics 
of the conference will be: 

• MRO Europe Market Forecast and Key Trends. 

• The Impact of Retirements. 

• The Next Workforce Building Operational Resilience. 

• The Aftermarket of Tomorrow: How to be a Winner. 

• Helicopter Fleet and MRO Forecast. 

• Changing Regional Capacity. 

ADVANCE FINAL DISSEMINATION EVENT 19-20 NOVEMBER 2019, HAMBURG, GERMANY 

With more than 100 expected participants composed of ADVANCE Projects (DEMETER, PACMAN, AIRMES, associated 
to LPA Leading Partners), but also external Stakeholders (MRO, Researchers, Operators, OEM, Manufacturers), 
ADVANCEd Aircraft Maintenance Dissemination Event will assemble a number of Different Topic related Sessions, 
organised in two parallel lines (Platform/ Technology): 

PACMAN              
 

https://easnconference.eu/home
https://www.phmsociety.org/events/conference/phm/19
https://mroeurope.aviationweek.com/en/home.html
http://www.dlr.de/AAM2019
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Located at ZAL, Hamburg (Germany), the main goals of this 2-day event will be: 

• Presenting the Demonstrator results to the relevant community. 

• Open discussion about archievements. 

• Final Meeting on Advance Level. 

Abstract and Presentation (Paper for Research Institutions) will be called until mid September 2019, with a foreseen Open 
Access Publication on Workshop Webpage and project webpages. A Marketplace with posters / demonstrators will be 
also set-up. As the room capacity is limited, an open registration per website / social media channels / JU will be 
organised, with the usual “First come first serve” practise. Stay tuned on AAM2019 website to get the final conference 
programme and register for free (note that online registration will close on the 5th of November)! 

AEC2020          25-28 FEBRUARY 2020, BORDEAUX, FRANCE 

To pave the way for a single European aerospace conference, 3AF and CEAS decided to join forces to launch the very 
first edition of the Aerospace Europe Conference (AEC2020). 
This new conference hosted by 3AF, supported by Clean Sky 2, ESA, SESAR and co-organized by CEAS, 3AF and 
AIAA, adresses "Greener Aerospace Innovative Technologies and Operations for a human friendly environment", and 
features 3AF 3rd Greener Aviation, CEAS 7th Air & Space Conference and the 8th edition of Aircraft Noise and Emissions 
Reduction Symposium (ANERS). 

This conference will be offering scientists and engineers from industry, government, and academia an exceptional 
opportunity to exchange knowledge and results of current studies and to discuss directions for future research in the fields 
of aeronautics and space. Individually, each of the three conferences has been proven very successful. In joining the 
three, we expect to be even more attractive, offering additional transversal topics and synergies between aeronautics 
and space towards a greener and cleaner environment. The preliminary program is available on the event website. 

INTERVIEWS 

AIRMES newsletters offer you the possibility of getting to know some of the project partners a little better… Thus, the 
interviews section will let you discover the day-to-day life of the people involved in achieving the AIRMES goals. 

In this edition of the AIRMES Newsletter # 4, two interviews could be conducted on the following respective tags: 

1. Maintenance Planning Optimisation (MPO), integrated prototype, scenario, ReMap project. 
2. Motivation and stakes, Interaction, Final ‘integrated’ demonstration, trainings and process, TRL review, 

Clean Sky community. 

WIM VERHAGEN 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, TU DELFT / AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
 

Q1: The MPO tool is a central tool in AIRMES project – 
can you elaborate on the stakes of such development for 
airliners? 

A1: Airlines and Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 
(MRO) organisations currently plan their maintenance 
activities in a non-optimal way. For instance, the process 
is usually (semi-)manual, has to account for many 
competing interests and constraints, has to integrate 
many sources of information, and is subject to change 
over time due to unforeseen or additional 
circumstances. This results in two things: 1) the planning 
process takes a lot of time and effort, and 2) the results 
are not optimal, especially when considering longer 
timespans. For some more perspective, I would also add 
that current approaches in industry, for instance using 
third-party software solutions, usually do not support 
actual optimization – a feasible solution is usually 
delivered, which is not necessarily the best possible 
solution. The MPO tool allows an airline and/or MRO to 
optimally schedule its long-term maintenance 
requirements, in particular fleet-wide integrated A- and 

C-check scheduling, for a variety of aircraft types. 
Moreover, this long-term optimization capability is 
coupled with a task allocation optimization algorithm, 
allowing for individual A- and C-checks task packages. 
As a final element, the MPO solution includes a shift 
planning functionality. In this way, planners are 
supported in an integral fashion for a substantial part of 
their workflow. In terms of actual stakes, we have tested 
and validated our solution with respect to current day 
processes and extrapolated this to the current EU 
aviation market. We are convinced – and can show! – 
that European airlines lose out on millions of euros 
through sub-optimal schedules and plans. The MPO tool 
can assist in avoiding these losses, while drastically 
reducing the time required to generate optimal 
schedules. 

 

Q2: A full integrated prototype with AIRMES 
environment could be developed: which difficulties did 
you encountered for this? 

http://www.dlr.de/AAM2019
http://www.aerospace-europe2020.eu/
http://www.aerospace-europe2020.eu/
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A2: I would first like to say that we found that the 
AIRMES team has been very professional, capable and 
pleasant to work with. As such, any challenges that we 
encountered within the AIRMES environment were 
significantly lessened. As is probably true for any 
complicated research and innovation project, we did run 
into a few difficulties along the way. Initially, we had to 
do our part in ensuring alignment between the partners 
on the processes, methods and tools used, but that was 
sorted out relatively soon. Also, access to the required 
data for MPO took some time to arrange, but we can only 
express our appreciation towards our partners TAP and 
Airbus in particular for their willingness to help us on all 
aspects of this. For full integration of the prototype, we 
had some difficulties in matching the current-day 
planning process, including its inputs and outputs, with 
the ambitions of the integrated environment developed 
in AIRMES. For instance, to manage the scope of the 
AIRMES activities, the MPO tool does not extend to line 
maintenance activities and does not include input from 
prognostics. However, we were able to agree on a 
solution that exceeded the expectations of the 
stakeholders and is suitable for extension to cover the 
previously mentioned limitations. 

Q3: How and why 6 scenarios were experimented? 

A3: A3: Six scenarios were developed in agreement with 
TAP and demonstrated on their premises in March 2019.

These scenarios are representative of the current-day 
situation as well as some realistic representations of 
future operational scenarios, including fleet expansion, 
interval extensions and variation in seasonal activities by 
the MRO. These scenarios were executed in the tool. 
The resulting KPIs were compared to current-day results 
for validation purposes, and were compared to highlight 
advantages and drawbacks of the mentioned scenarios. 

Q4: TUD is also coordinating ReMAP H2020 project on 
MPO run in parallel to AIRMES – what are the 
connections and possible inputs/outputs to be 
highlighted? 

A4: The H2020 ReMAP project can be seen as an 
extension of AIRMES, in particular in its relation to the 
MPO aspect. In ReMAP, we’ll be looking at adaptive 
maintenance planning optimization. This means that 
we’ll develop robust plans that can adapt to changing 
situations, reflecting and acting on the uncertainty that 
you invariably encounter in real-life operations. We will 
use similar input data as in AIRMES, but also consider 
prognostic input for systems and structures. As in 
AIRMES, we are looking to develop an integrated 
solution, but in ReMAP the focus increasingly shifts to 
issues regarding data management and utilization for 
condition-based maintenance purposes. 

 

 
 

ALICE BERTAUD DU CHAZAUD, AND LUDOVIC SIMON 
THALES AVIONICS 

 

Q1: Alice, can you explain what was the motivation and 
the stakes for THALES in ADVANCE and more 
precisely in AIRMES outputs? 

A1: Airlines and Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 
(MRO) organisations currently plan their maintenance 
activities THALES, as the other Leading and Core 
Partners of Clean Sky 2, raises the Calls for Proposals 
(CfP) for the benefit of the aeronautical industry and in 
adequation with its needs. Within LPA ITD, ADVANCE 
is the framework, where THALES has expressed his 
maintenance challenges to tackle. In an environment 
more and more digital where the technology 
(mobility/cloud, IA, analytics …) has already reached a 
high level of maturity the main stakes is the integration 
of theses technology to enable the transformation of 
maintenance processes. As a CfP project, AIRMES 
brings technical answers of these challenges addressing 
the end to end (E2E) maintenance processes exploiting 
the legacy fleet: 

• Means to collect aircraft data while the current 
process is restricted to some data and sometimes 
remain manual. 

• Definition of Predictive maintenance alerts and 
insertion within the engineering process. 

• Resource and asset management by optimizing 
Planning. 

• Coordination and management of maintenance 
control center and on-wing operators with mobile 
tools while the current process are still paper-based 
process. 

• IT Infrastructure to enable, orchestrate and secure  
these news maintenance processes. 

This is what AIRMES worked out throughout the project 
and has successfully demonstrated. 

Q2: How did the different projects and stakeholders 
interact with the AIRMES team? 

A2: Beyond the organization, AIRMES and ADVANCE 
was thought as whole, as an unique collaborative project 
with the same and common objectives (note: it also 
connected DEMETER and PACMAN, CfP raised within 
ADVANCE). As an example, THALES was involved in 
AIRMES activities for the definition of the E2E 
architecture supporting the technology/enablers 
insertion, has proposed the aircraft interface solution to 
collect aircaft data and has developed a digital interface 
to support the unscheduled maintenance process with 
the collaboration of AIRMES partners and in interface 
with their enablers. It illustrates that a lot of 
dependencies between activities and partners have 
been required to guarantee this end to end approach. 

https://h2020-remap.eu/
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In addition, the variety of enablers to integrate in order 
to tackle our challenges lead to a huge number of 
partners to manage. It was clearly a challenge by itself 
to coordinate all this complexity and I recognize that 
AIRMES has also played an essential and major role in 
the ADVANCE project coordination. 

Finally, I may thank all partners who has kept this 
collaborative mindset throughout the project: people 
were involved and keen to work with each other and 
sometime beyond the agreed commitments. It is clearly 
the reason of the project success. 

Q3: Although it was initially not programmed, an 
integrated demonstration was set up – what are the 
benefits of this demo? 

A3: The challenge of an integrated demonstration was 
huge as the developed tools were not designed to be 
integrated. THALES had a very important role to play in 
this integration as architect of the integrated solution. 
We proposed a methodology and thanks to the very 
good spirit and implications of all the key players and 
with permanent TAP support, we managed to reach the 
ambitious objective of and integrated demonstration on 
a complete operational scenario. The integrated 
demonstration highlighted the benefits of  the proposed 
tools in airline maintenance operations. The developed 
technologies could be evaluated in airline environment 
by TAP representative end users. It gave a lot of credit 
to the accomplished work. On the top of that, the results 
will give valuable entries for E2E evaluation. 

Q4: A number of trainings were necessary to perform 
this integrated demo, can you tell us more about the 
process? 

A4: Based on defined architecture, THALES as well as 
all the technology owners identified the interfaces to be 
specified between the tools. TAP defined a realistic 
scenario that would demonstrate main functions and 
support end user expectations and E2E evaluation 
needs. Then, the required interfaces and protocols were 
defined between technologies owners to support the 
different use cases. Several workshops were organized 
to test peer-to-peer integration in laboratory environment 
in first step, until global integration in operational 
environment. Once again, this would not have been 
possible without the collaborative mindset of the team. It 
also gave additional challenges and increased the 
motivation for the involved partners. The successful 
demonstration with TAP end users was a great reward 
and the benefits for the project were higher than our 
expectations when this challenging new commitment 
was “proposed” by Clean Sky JU. 

Q5: Ludovic, you were one of the 3 assessors for the 
TRL review held end of May 2019, in Lyon – what is 
your overall feeling about the AIRMES achievements? 

A5: The exercise of maturity review is an essential 
milestone for the project, to assess and agree among us 
on the performance we actually reach with regards to our 
plans and what we achieved. I’m personally very 
satisfied of the way it took place; we are honest in our 
assessments to build what I consider to be “a fair picture 
of the project”. Our idea was not to declare that we were 
successful in all of our objectives but to clearly identify 

the deviations and the limits of our findings. I am 
convinced that these limits are as valuable as the 
findings themselves for the future project. All partners 
played their roles in bringing the evidences of their works 
and they participated to the identification and formulation 
of limits. 

Q6: How will the project results be exploited within the 
Clean Sky community (in particular in the frame of 
CS3)? 

A6: The demonstrators we developed within AIRMES 
and the final demonstration in an operational 
environment are the concrete achievements we get. It 
illustrates the usages of the digital technologies for our 
industry and the required integration efforts. It makes the 
transformation of our industry more viewable and 
tangible and ease the assessment of the potential 
benefits. With these findings and the efforts performed 
to identify the deviation and limits of our work , we 
provide to Clean Sky community a solid dossier reusable 
for the future projects. Digitalization of all maintenance 
processes to organize the whole aeronautical 
stakeholders (Airlines, MRO, airframes, OEMs, third-
parties, authorities), future aircrafts embedding this 
technologies… This is the coming challenges and 
AIRMES results is one of the first pieces we can work 
with to build this digital future. 

 

 

Figure 13: THALES joining the “dry run TRL review” in 
AIRBUS facilities (Toulouse, France) 

 

Figure 14: AIRMES consortium at the “dry-run TRL review” 


